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Abstract— We consider both the single-user and the multiuser power allocation problems in MIMO systems, where the
receiver side has the perfect channel state information (CSI),
and the transmitter side has partial CSI, which is in the form of
covariance feedback. In a single-user MIMO system, we consider
an iterative algorithm that solves for the eigenvalues of the
optimum transmit covariance matrix that maximizes the rate.
The algorithm is based on enforcing the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) optimality conditions of the optimization problem at each
iteration. We prove that this algorithm converges to the unique
global optimum power allocation when initiated at an arbitrary
point. We, then, consider the multi-user generalization of the
problem, which is to find the eigenvalues of the optimum transmit
covariance matrices of all users that maximize the sum rate
of the MIMO multiple access channel (MIMO-MAC). For this
problem, we propose an algorithm that finds the unique optimum
power allocation policies of all users. At a given iteration, the
multi-user algorithm updates the power allocation of one user,
given the power allocations of the rest of the users, and iterates
over all users in a round-robin fashion. Finally, we make several
suggestions that significantly improve the convergence rate of the
proposed algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In Gaussian MIMO multiple access systems, when the
receiver side has the perfect CSI, the calculation of the information theoretic capacity boils down to finding the transmit
covariance matrices of the users. Finding the transmit covariance matrices, in turn, involves two components: finding the
optimum transmit directions and finding the optimum power
allocation policies. In a single-user MIMO system, when both
the receiver and the transmitter have the perfect CSI and the
channel is fixed, [1] showed that the optimum transmit directions are the right eigenvectors of the deterministic channel
matrix, and the optimum power allocation policy is to waterfill
over the eigenvalues of the deterministic channel matrix. In
a multi-user MIMO system, when both the receiver and the
transmitters have the perfect CSI and the channel is fixed, [2]
showed that the optimum transmit directions and the power
allocation policies can be found using an iterative algorithm
that updates the transmit directions and power policy of one
user at a time. When the channel is changing over time due
to fading, and perfect and instantaneous CSI is known both
at the receiver and at the transmitter side, these solutions
extend to water-filling over both the antennas and the channel
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states in single-user [1], and multi-user [3] MIMO systems.
However, in most of the wireless communication scenarios,
especially in wireless MIMO communications, it is unrealistic
to assume that the transmitter side has the perfect knowledge
of the instantaneous CSI. In such scenarios, it might be more
realistic to assume that only the receiver side can perfectly
estimate the instantaneous CSI, while the transmitter side has
only a statistical knowledge of the channel.
When the fading in the channel is assumed to be a Gaussian
process, statistics of the channel reduce to the mean and
covariance information of the channel. The problem in this
setting as well is to find the optimum transmit covariance
matrices, i.e., the optimum transmit directions and the optimum
power allocation policies. However, in this case the transmit
directions and the power allocations are not functions of
the channel states, but they are functions of the statistics of
the channel states, that are fed by the receiver back to the
transmitters. The optimization criteria that we consider are the
maximum rate in a single-user system, and the maximum sum
rate in a multi-user system. For the covariance feedback case,
it was shown in [4] for a multi-input single-output (MISO)
system, and in [5], [6] for a MIMO system that the optimal
transmit covariance matrix and the channel covariance matrix
have the same eigenvectors, i.e., the optimal transmit directions
are the eigenvectors of the channel covariance matrix. In [7]–
[9], we generalized these results to MIMO-MAC systems.
We showed that in a MIMO-MAC with partial CSI at the
transmitters, all users should transmit in the direction of
the eigenvectors of their own channel parameter matrices.
Consequently, we showed that, the transmit directions of the
users in a MIMO-MAC with partial CSI at the transmitters are
independent of the presence of other users, and therefore, that
the users maintain their single-user transmit direction strategies
even in a multi-user scenario.
On the other hand, in this aforementioned literature, the
optimization of the eigenvalues of the transmit covariance
matrices, i.e., the power allocation policies, are left as additional optimization problems. Efficient and globally convergent
algorithms are needed in order to solve for these optimum
eigenvalues. References [10], [11] proposed algorithms that
solve this problem for a MISO, and for a MIMO system,
respectively. However, in both cases, the convergence proofs
for these algorithms were not provided. In a MIMO-MAC
with partial CSI available at the transmitters, although the

eigenvectors of the optimal transmit covariance matrices are
known [7]–[9], no algorithm is available to find the optimum
eigenvalues in a multi-user setting.
In this paper, first, we give an alternative derivation for the
algorithm proposed in [11] for a single-user MIMO system
by enforcing the KKT optimality conditions at each iteration.
We prove that the convergence point of this algorithm is
unique and is equal to the optimum eigenvalue allocation.
The proposed algorithm converges to this unique point starting
from any point on the space of feasible eigenvalues. Next, we
consider the multi-user version of the problem. In this case,
the problem is to find the optimum eigenvalues of the transmit
covariance matrices of all users that maximize the sum rate of
the MIMO-MAC system. We apply the single-user algorithm
iteratively to reach the global optimum point. At any given
iteration, the multi-user algorithm updates the eigenvalues of
one user, using the algorithm proposed for the single-user case,
assuming that the eigenvalues of the remaining users are fixed.
The algorithm iterates over all users in a round-robin fashion.
We prove that, this algorithm converges to the unique global
optimum power allocation for all users.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a multiple access channel with multiple transmit antennas at every user and multiple receive antennas at
the receiver. The channel between user k and the receiver
is represented by a random matrix Hk with dimensions of
nR × nT , where nR and nT are the number of antennas at the
receiver and at the transmitter, respectively. The receiver has
the perfect knowledge of the channel, while the transmitters
have only the statistical model of the channel. Each transmitter
sends a vector xk , and the received vector is
r=

K
X

Hk xk + n

(1)

k=1

where K is the number of users, n is a zero-mean, identitycovariance complex Gaussian vector, and the entries of Hk are
complex Gaussian random variables. Let Qk = E[xk x†k ] be
the transmit covariance matrix of user k, which has an average
power constraint of Pk , tr(Qk ) ≤ Pk .
The statistical model that we consider in this paper is the
“partial CSI with covariance feedback” model where each
transmitter knows the channel covariance information of all
transmitters, in addition to the distribution of the channel.
Since the receiver has no physical restrictions, we assume
that there is enough spacing between the antenna elements
on the receiver such that signals received at different antenna
elements are uncorrelated, however there exists correlation
between the signals transmitted by different antenna elements
at the transmitters. The channel is modeled as [12],
Hk =

1/2
Zk Σk

unit-variance complex Gaussian random variables. From this
point on, we will refer to matrix Σk as the channel covariance
matrix of user k. Similar covariance feedback models have
been used in [4], [5], [6], [10].

III. P OWER A LLOCATION FOR S INGLE - USER MIMO
In this section, we will derive our single-user power allocation algorithm. Due to space limitations, we will skip some
steps here; a detailed derivation can be found in [13]. In a
single-user system the optimization problem becomes,
£
¤
C = max E log | InR + HQH† |
(3)
tr(Q)≤P

where E[·] is the expectation operator with respect to the
channel matrix H, and | · | is the determinant operator. The
channel covariance matrix Σ, which is known at the transmitter, and the transmit covariance matrix Q have the eigenvalue
decompositions Σ = UΣ ΛΣ U†Σ , and Q = UQ ΛQ U†Q ,
respectively. Here, ΛΣ and ΛQ are the diagonal matrices of
ordered eigenvalues of Σ, and Q, and UΣ , and UQ are unitary
matrices.
It has been shown that the eigenvectors of the optimum
transmit covariance matrix must be equal to the eigenvectors
of the channel covariance matrix, i.e., UQ = UΣ [5]. By
inserting this into (3), we get
"
#
nT
¯
¯
X
¯
Q Σ
†¯
(4)
C = Pnmax E log ¯InR +
λi λi zi zi ¯
Q
T
i=1

λi ≤P

i=1

where zi is the ith column of Z, i.e., {zi , i = 1, . . . , nT }
is a set of nR × 1 dimensional i.i.d., zero-mean, identitycovariance Gaussian random vectors. Taking the derivatives
of the Lagrangian for the above optimization problem, we get
the KKT conditions as
"
#
† −1
λΣ
i zi Ai zi
E
≤ µ, i = 1, . . . , nT
(5)
Σ † −1
1 + λQ
i λi zi Ai zi
PnT Q Σ †
†
Σ
where A = InR + i=1
λi λi zi zi , and Ai = A−λQ
i λi zi zi .
The inequalities in (5) are satisfied with equality whenever
λQ
i is non-zero. Unlike the classical water-filling solution, it
is not possible to solve for λQ
i in (5) explicitly. Instead, we
Q
multiply both sides of (5) by λQ
i . Then, by pulling λi from
that equation and summing over all antennas, we can find the
conditions which have to be satisfied by the optimum power
values,
h Q Σ † −1 i
λi λi zi Ai zi
E 1+λ
Q Σ † −1
λ z A z
Q
· i Qi i †i −1i ¸ P , fi (λQ )
(6)
λi =
PnT
λj λΣ
j zj Aj zj
E
Q
†
−1
j=1
1+λ λΣ z A z
j

(2)

where the transmit antenna correlation matrix, Σk , is the correlation between the signals transmitted from the nT transmit
antennas of user k, and the entries of Zk are i.i.d., zero-mean,

j

j

j

i

Q
where λQ = [λQ
1 , . . . , λnT ], and we defined the right hand side
of (6) which depends on all of the eigenvalues as fi (λQ ). In
order to write (6) in a more compact form, let us define Ei (λQ )
as the numerator in (6). Now, we can write the function fi (λQ )

as

Ei (λQ )
P
fi (λQ ) = P
P = P E (λQ )
Q
j
j Ej (λ )
Q

(7)

3

j Ei (λ )

2.5

We propose to use the following algorithm
λQ (n + 1) = f (λQ (n))

2

(8)

where f = [f1 , . . . , fK ]. In order to solve for the optimum
eigenvalues, (8) updates the eigenvalues at step n + 1 as a
function of the eigenvalues at step n. We claim that this
algorithm converges and that the unique fixed point of the
algorithm is equal to the optimum eigenvalues. Although this
independently obtained algorithm is the same as the one in
[11], here, we also provide a convergence proof.
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Fig. 1. The trajectories of the single-user algorithm when it is started from
the corner points for the case where one of the optimal eigenvalues is zero.

IV. C ONVERGENCE P ROOF
A. Convergence from the Corner Points and the Uniqueness
As statedPin (4), the constraint set of the optimization
n
Q
problem is
i=1 λi ≤ P . Since this inequality should be
satisfied with equality inP
order to maximize the capacity, the
n
Q
resulting equality, i.e.,
= P , defines a simplex
i=1 λi
in the nT -dimensional space (see Fig. 1), and all feasible
eigenvalue vectors are located on this simplex. Note that if
the algorithm is initiated at the exact corner points of the
simplex, then the updates stay at the same point indefinitely.
The reason for this is that by multiplying both sides of (5)
with λQ
i , we created some artificial fixed points. In order to
overcome this difficulty, we will re-define the corner points
of the simplex as follows. Let cj be the j th corner point of
the simplex, then the j th component of cj is P − (nT − 1)²,
and the rest of the components are ², which is a very small
positive number. This point, which we refer to as the j th
corner point, is, in fact, slightly inside of the actual j th corner
point of the nT -dimensional simplex. We will prove that the
algorithm converges, if we start the algorithm from cj , for all
j = 1, . . . , nT . The main ingredient of our convergence proof
is the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let us have two feasible vectors on the simplex,
Q
Q
Q
λQ and λ̄Q , such that λQ
i > λ̄i , then fi (λ ) > fi (λ̄ ).
This lemma shows us the monotonicity property of the
algorithm. In the following lemmas, we will use this monotonicity property to prove that the algorithm always converges
if some conditions are satisfied. Finally, we will show that
these conditions define the unique optimum point.
Lemma 2: For a given i, if fi (cj ) > ² for j 6= i, then
starting from cj , the algorithm results in a monotonically
increasing sequence for all j 6= i that converges to a positive
number.
Lemma 3: For a given i, if fi (cj ) < ² for j 6= i, then
starting from cj , the algorithm results in a monotonically
decreasing sequence for all j 6= i that converges to zero.
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 state that the algorithm converges
for a given i, if some conditions are satisfied. These conditions
are related to the fact that whether the optimum point of the
problem has zero components or not. In the next lemma, we

will show the following. If the optimum λQ
i of the maximization problem is strictly positive, then after one iteration that is
applied to the j th corner of the simplex, cj , the algorithm gets
further away from that corner point. That is, all components
that are equal to ² at the initial point will get larger than ² after
the first iteration. Since all components sum to P , the largest
component of the corner point, cjj gets smaller. Conversely, if
starting from cj , j 6= i, one iteration of the algorithm moves us
away from the corner point of the simplex, then the optimum
λQ
i must be non-zero. Similarly, if the optimum point of the
maximization problem has zero components, then starting from
cj , we move towards the exact corner point of the simplex.
Lemma 4: For a given i, fi (cj ) > ² for j 6= i, if and only
if the optimum λQ
i is non-zero.
This lemma tells us that the artificial fixed points are
unstable. If we start ² away from the artificial fixed points,
we move further away from them. Now, we can combine these
results and show that if we start the algorithm from cj , for any
j, it converges to the unique optimum point. Let us consider
Q
λQ
i for i 6= j. If the optimum value of λi is non-zero, then due
to Lemma 4, fi (cj ) > ², and due to Lemma 2, λQ
i converges.
On the other hand, if the optimum value of λQ
is
zero,
then due
i
to Lemma 4, fi (cj ) < ², and due to Lemma 3, λQ
converges
i
to zero. Since λQ
i converges for all i 6= j, and the summation
Q
of λQ
i ’s is equal to P , λj also converges. This proves the
claim that for all i, the algorithm converges starting from any
corner point of the simplex, cj .
Therefore, we proved that the algorithm in (8) converges
to the fixed points of (6) when it is started from the corner
points of the simplex. We know as a result of Lemma 4 that
the algorithm cannot converge to the corner points unless that
corner point is optimum. That is, the algorithm never converges
to an artificial fixed point. As a result, the point that the
algorithm converges to, always satisfies the KKT conditions.
We know that the KKT conditions are the necessary and
sufficient conditions for optimality, and for a strictly concave
objective function with convex constraint set, there is a unique
global optimum point. This unique global optimum point has
to be the unique solution of the KKT conditions. Hence, when

the algorithm converges, it does so to the unique optimum
power allocation.
B. Proof of Convergence from an Arbitrary Point
In this section, we will show that starting from any arbitrary
but feasible λQ which is not on the boundary of the simplex,
the algorithm will converge to the unique convergence point.
Let us define, three different starting points, λQ (0), which is
arbitrary but feasible, λ̄Q (0) = cj , and λ̃Q (0) = cnT . For
i 6= nT , we have
² < λQ
i (0) < P − (nT − 1)²

(9)

since, for any component of an arbitrary but feasible eigenvalue
vector which is not on the boundary of the simplex, we can find
sufficiently small ² so that this component lies between ² and
P −(nT −1)². Also note that cnT i = ², and cii = P −(nT −1)².
By inserting these into (9), we have
Q
Q
λ̄Q
i (0) = cnT i < λi (0) < cii = λ̃i (0)

(10)

Applying Lemma 1 to (10), we have
Q
Q
λ̄Q
i (1) < λi (1) < λ̃i (1)

(11)

Now, by applying Lemma 1 to (11), and continuing this way,
we have
Q
Q
λ̄Q
i (n) < λi (n) < λ̃i (n)

(12)

∞
We showed in Section IV-A that the sequences, {λ̄Q
i (n)}n=0 ,
Q
∞
and {λ̃i (n)}n=0 are guaranteed to converge, since they have
started from the corner points of the simplex. Moreover, due
to the uniqueness of the convergence point, they converge
to the same point. Now, using a sandwiching argument, the
sequence in the middle, which started from an arbitrary point
has to converge to the unique convergence point as well. Note
that this is true for all i 6= nT . However, λQ
is uniquely
PnnTT Q
determined by λQ
,
for
all
i
=
6
n
,
since
T
i
j=1 λj = P .
has
to
converge
to
the
unique
convergence
Therefore, λQ
nT
point as well.

V. P OWER A LLOCATION FOR M ULTI - USER MIMO
In this section, we will leave much of the derivation of the
multi-user algorithm to [13] due to space limitations. The sum
capacity of a multi-user MIMO-MAC is given as,
#
"
K
¯
¯
X
¯
†¯
Hk Qk Hk ¯
(13)
Csum = max E log ¯InR +
tr(Qk )≤Pk

k=1,...,K

k=1

Let Σk = UΣk ΛΣk U†Σk be the spectral decomposition of
the channel covariance matrix of user k. Then, the optimum
transmit covariance matrix Qk of user k has the form Qk =
UΣk ΛQk U†Σk , for all users [9]. Inserting this into (13), the
sum capacity of a MIMO-MAC is given as [9],
"
#
nT
K X
¯
¯
X
¯
Q Σ
† ¯
λki λki zki zki ¯ (14)
Csum =
max E log ¯InR +
Pn T

i=1

Q
λ ≤Pk
ki

k=1,...,K

k=1 i=1

where zki is the ith column of Zk , i.e., {zki , k = 1, . . . , K, i =
1, . . . , nT } is a set of nR × 1 dimensional i.i.d., zero-mean,
identity-covariance Gaussian random vectors.
Unlike the decoupling in transmit directions, the amount of
power each user allocates in each direction depends on both
the transmit directions and the power allocations of other users.
By using the same ideas as in the single-user case, we find the
fixed point equation that is satisfied by all eigenvalues of all
users
Eki (λQ )
Q
P
λQ
=
g
(λ
)
=
Pk
(15)
ki
ki
Q
j Ekj (λ )
Q
Q
Q
Q
where λQ = [λQ
1 , . . . , λK ], λk = [λk1 , . . . , λknT ] is the
eigenvalue vector of user k, and Eki (λQ ) is defined as
"
#
−1
Σ †
λQ
Q
ki λki zki Aki zki
Eki (λ ) = E
(16)
−1
Σ †
1 + λQ
ki λki zki Aki zki
PK PnT Q Σ
where A = InR + k=1 i=1
λki λki zki z†ki , and Aki = A −
†
Σ
λQ
ki λki zki zki .
The following algorithm enforces (15),
³
´
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
λQ
(n
+
1)
=
g
λ
,
.
.
.
,
λ
,
λ
(n),
λ
,
.
.
.
,
λ
k
1
K (17)
k
k−1
k
k+1

where gk = [gk1 , . . . , gknT ] is the vector valued update function of user k. This algorithm finds the optimum eigenvalues
of a given user by assuming that the eigenvalues of the rest
of the users are fixed. In that sense, complete update of one
user is equivalent to the single-user algorithm proposed in (8).
The algorithm moves to another user, after (17) converges. We
know from the previous section that the algorithm in (17) converges to the unique optimum point, at each complete update
corresponding to user k. Such an algorithm is guaranteed to
converge to the global optimum [14, Page 219], since (14) is a
concave function of λki for all k and i, Ck is a strictly concave
function of λki for all i, and the constraint set is convex and
has a Cartesian product structure among the users.
In order to improve the convergence rate, we also propose
the following multi-user algorithm,
³
Q
0
λQ
(n
+
1)
=
g
λQ
0
k
1 (n + 1), . . . , λk0 −1 (n + 1),
k
´
Q
Q
λQ
(n),
λ
(n),
.
.
.
,
λ
(n)
(18)
K
k0
k0 +1
where k 0 = (n + 1) mod K. At a given time n + 1, this
algorithm updates the eigenvalues of user k 0 . In the next
iteration, it moves to another user. We will see in Section VI
that this algorithm converges much faster than the algorithm
in (17).
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND R EMARKS
In this section, we will provide numerical examples for the
performances of the proposed algorithms. In Fig. 1, we plot
the trajectories of the iterations of the proposed single-user
algorithm for a MIMO system with m = n = P = 3. We run
the algorithm three times for each figure with different initial
points, which are the three corner points of the 3-dimensional
simplex. In the system for this figure, one of the optimum
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Fig. 2. The convergence of the algorithm starting from various points, when one of the optimal eigenvalues is zero: (a) convergence of all three eigenvalues
from (1, 1, 1); (b) convergence of all three eigenvalues from c3 ; (c) convergence of all three eigenvalues from the normalized channel eigenvalue vector.
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